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Abstract 
Of current trends in programming languages, the paper concentrates on the need to support 
formal specification and derivation of software, mainly in the context of reactive systems that are 
in continual interaction with their environments. The non-programming facilities of operational 
specifications are briefly analyzed, and their inclusion in design oriented specification languages is 
considered. Early commitment to control-oriented decisions is found harmful, which leads to a 
language basis with implicit concurrency and no notion of control flow. The advantages of this 
approach for certain intuitively natural methods of program derivation are demonstrated. The 
paper ends with general comments about the diversification of languages along the dimension of 
specification, design, prototyping, and implementation. 
1. Introduction 
Software objects are artifacts that cannot be classified either as concrete objects 
or as pure abstractions. An executable machine language program might be considered 
a concrete object with the original source code as its abstraction. However, source 
programs are also executable, at least in principle, and therefore equally concrete. 
On the other hand, no matter which level of languages is considered, each program 
is an abstraction of something that gets concrete only in its physical execution. 
Therefore, as pointed out by Lamport [La89], every program is a specification, and 
some specifications are implementations of other specifications. 
* Lecture presented at the 1st Finnish-Hungarian Workshop on Programming Languages 
and Software Tools, Szeged, Hungary, August 8—11, 1989. 
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The evolution of programming languages shows continual rise in the level of 
abstraction, which means that the specification nature of programs becomes more 
and more obvious. The programmer needs to worry less about "concrete" or "effi-
cient" representations, and can concentrate more on "abstractions" that are easier 
to reason about and can be automatically compiled into lower levels. Some per-
spective on this trend is provided by the remark by Parnas [Pa85] that the term 
"automatic programming" was probably used for the first time in the 1940s in a 
paper by Saul Gorn on the possibilities of building a simple assembler. 
Another direction, which is evident especially in the current development of 
so-called object-oriented languages [SW87], is towards structures that facilitate 
prototyping, easy modification, and evolutionary development of systems. It is not 
entirely clear, however, whether the resulting language flexibility can be adequately 
reconciled with the security and provability requirements of many applications. 
Thirdly, only very small programs can be written directly, and software main-
tenance involves changes in their specifications. The increasing significance of prog-
ram reliability and correctness therefore requires explicit support for software deri-
vation from specifications. Although most abstractions in programming languages, 
such as block structure, subroutines, and modules, support various methodologies 
for programming-in-the-small, explicit support for program derivation has usually 
not been considered a programming language issue. Instead, extra-linguistic tools 
have been provided in operating systems and programming environments for com-
bining pieces of software, as well as for version control and related aspects of soft-
ware maintenance. Even though some languages like Lisp and Smalltalk come with 
integrated programming environments, and Ada was claimed to extend the scope 
of programming languages towards programming methodologies and utilization of 
program libraries, only elementary language support is presently available for the 
derivation of software. 
Any substantial support for program derivation requires the use of formal 
specifications instead of the informal and semiformal approaches that still dominate 
in programming practice. Like programs, formal specifications cannot be given 
directly, and their derivation is similar to that of programs. Existing components 
are used in this process, new properties are introduced in a stepwise manner, the 
level of abstraction is lowered for reasons like efficient implementability, and the 
results need to be verified and validated. Attempts to support software derivation 
have lead to experimental wide spectrum languages [Ba&89] within which specifi-
cations can be transformed into implementations through correctness-preserving 
transformations. 
Notice that it is not only the result of the derivation process that is important, 
since the higher levels provide important abstractions and insight that are lacking 
in the final (high-level language) form. The development of tools to analyze finished 
designs, in order to recover the insight that was never made explicit in the first place, 
is a backward approach, and is no substitute for the derivation of programs in a 
manageable way from higher-level specifications. In particular this is currently 
a problem with concurrent systems, where most so-called specification languages 
have no better abstractions of concurrency than those available in programming 
languages. 
The above trends in programming languages provide the background for this 
paper. We shall mainly focus on reactive computations [Pn86], in which the system 
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is in continual interaction with its environment. Obviously, traditional input-
output computations are a special case of these. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. First we address the question of what 
distinguishes some specifications from programs. In Section 3 the problems of con-
currency — or, rather, independence of sequentiality — lead us to a somewhat radi-
cal conclusion about the usefulness of traditional control flow oriented modularity. 
When the notion of control flow is abandoned, statecharts [Ha87] are shown to be 
suitable for the structuring of the global state. In Section 4 we demonstrate how 
independence of control decisions leads to a language basis that is suited for certain 
intuitively natural methods of program derivation. The paper ends with some general 
comments about the diversification of languages along the dimension of specifica-
tion, design, prototyping, and implementation. 
The paper is heavily influenced by and biased towards joint action systems, 
developed together with Ralph Back [BK83, BK88a, BK88b]. Case studies of 
such systems and design methods for their development have been investigated in 
[BK83, BK84, Ku86, KK88, Ku89], and [KJ89, Ja&89] report on an experimental 
specification language DisCo (for Distributed Cooperation) that is based on these 
ideas. The reader is also reminded of the close similarity between joint action systems 
and the Unity language by K. Mani Chandy and Jay Misra [CM88a]. 
2. Operational Specifications and Programs 
Formal specifications are commonly understood to express safety and liveness 
properties of programs [AS85]. Informally, the former state that nothing bad will 
ever take place, while the latter express the requirement that the desired good things 
will eventually happen. Temporal logics are well-established formalisms in which 
such properties can be expressed [MP83, Pn86]. Obviously, such specifications do 
not cover all formalizable requirements: statistical efficiency properties, for instance, 
remain inexpressible. 
Programs are operational and executable specifications. In general, an opera-
tional specification consists of two components: a generative mechanism that is 
based on computational steps, and a set of constraints [Fe87]. The former generates 
a collection of potentially possible (finite or infinite) computations, which is then 
restricted to a subset by the constraints. Notice that operationality is more a view-
point than a well-defined property. Temporal logic specifications, for instance, can 
be understood in these terms by viewing the temporal properties as constraints on 
the implicitly generated collection of all possible sequences of events. 
In programs the emphasis is on the generative mechanism, which determines 
safety properties only. Liveness properties are given by implicit constraints that 
exclude those finite computations that have not yet terminated, as well as such in-
finite computations that do not satisfy certain fairness requirements [Fr86]. Since 
we are interested in programs as abstract specifications, we ignore here the practical 
non-constructivity and non-verifiability issues of fairness constraints [Di88, SL88, 
CM88b]. 
.Since each program is a specification, and all specifications have an operational 
interpretation, the question arises whether there is any fundamental distinction 
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between specifications and programs. Is the difference only in efficiency, whose 
significance changes rapidly with the development of hardware and software tech-
nology? 
Based on Dijkstra's weakest precondition calculus of predicate transformers 
[Di76], Ralph Back was the first to introduce a mixed formalism in which specifica-
tions and programs coexist on equal basis [Ba78, Ba80, Ba88a]. For specifications, 
one of Dijkstra's healthiness conditions for programs had to be relaxed. The reason 
was in the need for unbounded nondeterminism. By this we understand the selection 
of a value that satisfies a given condition, when the number of potential alternatives 
is infinite. If several alternatives satisfy the condition, then the choice between them 
is nondeterministic. 
Unbounded nondeterminism is equally non-constructive as fairness. Notice that 
describing the input of an arbitrary integer as a single event leads to unbounded 
nondeterminism, while replacing this by a sequence of separate input events for an 
arbitrary number of digits requires fairness instead. 
Similarly to the bounded nondeterminism in [Di76] this nondeterminism is of 
the demonic variety, which means that each possible choice must lead to a correct 
computation. 
Recently Back and von Wright [BW89] have extended this work to remove also 
the other healthiness conditions, except for monotonicity. The results are mathema-
tically appealing, and they can be interpreted to lead to two further possibilities in 
specification languages: angelic nondeterminism, which only requires that at least 
one of the alternative choices leads to a correct computation, and miracles, which 
miraculously succeed in establishing conditions by impossible assignments. Similar 
generalizations have been found desirable also elsewhere [dB80, Mo87, Ne87, 
Mo88a, Mo88b], and their need for describing practical specification languages 
has been observed [Mo88b, Ba88b]. 
From a more practical viewpoint, at least the following quasi-executable facili-
ties have been found useful in operational specifications: 
• The generative mechanism may involve unbounded nondeterminism [BB87, 
KJ89]. Notice that unbounded nondeterminism is implicitly present in speci-
fications that do not use an explicit generative mechanism, as is the case with 
temporal logic [Pn86] and algebraic specifications [Ba89]. 
• A computation may refer to its past history without having explicitly recorded 
it [BG79, Fe87, AL88]. 
• There can be "oops conditions" that are not allowed to become true [BG79, 
Fe87]. If the generative mechanism leads to such situations, the constraints 
are assumed to exclude those computations. 
• A computation may contain prophetic references to its future [BG79, Fe87, 
AL88]. The constraints are then assumed to exclude computations where such 
predictions would turn out to be incorrect. 
Of these facilities, references to past history are the least problematic for direct 
implementation, as further recording of history can always be added. Unbounded 
nondeterminism also looks rather innocent. Existential quantification provides, 
however, extremely poweiful possibilities for implicit solutions of problems for 
which no algorithms are known. 
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In the absence of unbounded nondeterminism, oops conditions cause no obstacles 
for classical input-output computations, and backtracking is a standard technique 
for their implementation. With unbounded nondeterminism this need not succeed, 
however, and with reactive computations the situation becomes totally different, 
as there is no way for an implementation to withdraw interactions that have already 
taken place between the system and its environment. 
The situation with prophetic references is no simpler, as they can be understood 
as nondeterministic guesses about the future, combined with oops conditions to be 
evaluated later. 
From this discussion we can conclude that all specifications are not programs, 
even if efficiency considerations are totally ignored, and that the differences are even 
more significant for reactive systems. A good specification language therefore needs 
facilities that do not satisfy the constructivity criteria for programming. In view of 
the problems in removing their use by systematic transformations [LF82] one should, 
however, be cautious in introducing them in design-oriented specification languages. 
Some form of unbounded nondeterminism seems to be a minimum that is required 
by reasonable design methodologies [Ku89]. 
3. On Concurrency, Control Modularity, and Structure of Global State 
Concurrency is often thought of as an auxiliary feature that can be added after-
wards to any description language. Its use seems to complicate matters, and one may 
therefore try to avoid it as far as possible. Even when concurrency is crucial for the 
design, one may resort to the backward approach of first designing a sequential 
solution and then parallelizing this. Notice that for the description of reactive systems 
concurrency is always essential, even when the system is to be implemented as a 
single process, since the environment works concurrently with the system itself. 
Our view of concurrency is different: to us sequentiality or any particular choice 
of parallelism is an implementation-oriented design decision, of which specifications 
should be independent. We therefore argue that good support for deriving software 
from specifications cannot be provided by amending a sequential base language 
with additional constructs for concurrency. In fact, instead of having specific con-
structs for sequential and concurrent control, the base language should be independent 
of any such choices. In other words, it is not concurrency in itself that is important, 
but independence of control decisions. 
• In mathematics it is often the case that a more general formulation makes a 
problem easier to manage. The same has also been observed in programming. For 
instance, the advantages of nondeterminism over strictly deterministic descriptions 
were clearly demonstrated by Dijkstra [Di76], even in situations where the pro-
grammer would later restrict the design by purely deterministic choices. The situation 
with concurrency is similar, and we claim that it is the conventional control-oriented 
modularity that has prevented us from realizing this. 
Any execution model of computing involves a state (memory, registers, variables) 
and actions (instructions, statements, transitions) that modify this state. Conven-
tionally the state is partitioned into a data part (accumulators, variables) and control 
part (instruction counters, control states). In the light of sequential programming 
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and von Neumann computer architecture this approach is natural, and the control-
oriented modularity of structured programming may therefore seem inherent to 
any well-structured description of computations. It is this assumption that we chal-
lenge, and in doing so we need to abandon the early partitioning of state into data 
and control parts. For further discussion on why control modularity is especially 
harmful in the design of parallel programs, the reader is referred to Chandy and 
Misra [CM88a]. 
Without the special role of control state the conventional control flow oriented 
modularity becomes inapplicable. Even though independence of control decisions 
can easily be achieved, the result may be chaotic. Similar ideas have been used 
(with different motivation) in production system languages like OPS5 [FD77], 
and the drawbacks are well-known. With no notion of control flow there is no built-in 
structure >n the collection of actions, and one is easily led to encode the missing 
control flow in unstructured collections of bits and flags. Obviously, such an un-
modular system is even more difficult to understand than one where the control 
state has been explicitly separated from data. 
In the following our purpose is to show that abandoning control flow does not 
imply lack of structuring and modularity. On the contrary, our conclusion will be 
that this can lead to another kind of modularity that is especially suited for software 
derivation. We start by inspecting how to impose structure on a state that has no 
dedicated control components. 
We assume that the global state of a system is partitioned into components 
called objects. The state of a single object is called its local state. From an implemen-
tation point of view objects may be thought of as either data structures or processes. 
Avoiding the notion of control flow implies that no distinction is made bétween 
passive objects (data structures) and active agents (processes). Therefore, objects 
require structuring capabilities that are equally suited for both. 
Harel's statecharts [Ha87] turn out to be an ideal visual formalism for this 
purpose. From the viewpoint of active agents, their hierarchical state structure 
generalizes the notion of ordinary finite-state systems, and can be interpreted as the 
nested control structures in conventional high-level languages. Associating data 
items with the states makes this analogy even more complete. On the other, hand, 
from the viewpoint of passive objects, statecharts can be interpreted as rècord struc-
tures containing tagged unions of alternatives. The state transitions of a statechart 
correspond to the actions of the system, which are now separated from the structure 
of the global state. 
As a simple example, Figure 1 gives a statechart description of database clients. 
On the outermost level a client object has three exclusive states: idle, starting a 
transaction, and engaged in one. When engaged, a client is either ready to issue 
another request or waiting for a response. A waiting client is expecting a response 
either to an end request (ending) or to a read or write request (accessing). Transi-
tions of the statechart are labeled by identifiers in italics, referring to actions whose 
descriptions have beèn omitted. For simplicity, the data items that are associated 
with the states have also been left out. 
This simple example illustrates or decomposition of states, in which case the 
immediate substates of a state are exclusive alternatives to each other. Another 
useful possibility is and decomposition, which means that the actual state is a Carte-
sian product of states in each component. : , . 


















Figure 1. Statechart description of database clients 
In the DisCo language the same information (except for the transitions) would 
be given in textual form as the following class declaration: 
class Client is 
state idle, starting, engaged; 
extend engaged by 
state ready, waiting; 
extend waiting by 




The keyword extend is used to emphasize the possibility to abstract away in-
ternal structure of states, and to extend them later with further detail. 
When the global state of a system is partitioned into objects with local states, 
the description of actions needs to be separated from objects. As there is no control 
flow to enable an action that can be executed next, each action requires a guard 
expression to determine its enabledness. Since any number of actions can be enabled 
at the same time (even though only one is selected for execution), nondeterminism 
is inherent in this kind of systems. 
In principle, any number of objects may participate in an action in the sense 
that their local states are required and possibly updated in its execution. From the 
viewpoint of active agents the execution of an action can be interpreted as follows: 
first the participants determine by mutual communication that the action is enabled 
and perform a joint handshake to become committed to its execution; while com-
mitted to the action they exchange the data that are necessary for each participant 
to update its own local state appropriately; after updating its own local state and 
providing the other participants with the data they require, each object becomes 
free for another action. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of passive objects 
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we can think in terms of a centralized scheduler that evaluates guards and triggers 
the execution of enabled actions. It is important that both views are equally possible, 
i.e., that the base language has no explicit constructs for concurrency or commu-
nication, and is therefore independent of any control decisions. 
4. Support for Program Derivation 
The main topic of this paper is the development of language support for program 
derivation. So far we have described a language basis that is independent of control 
decisions; in this section we shall demonstrate how such a base language is suited 
for such useful methods of program derivation that would be much more complicated 
to express with conventional control flow oriented languages. 
The main design method to be considered here is superimposition or super-
position. This is a layered approach where, starting from an initial solution that 
satisfies some basic requirements, further properties are imposed without violating 
those already established. Superposition has been mainly used in connection with 
distributed systems, and different formulations of it have slightly different properties. 
An early use of the technique and the term was in [DS80]; in [LS84] it was described 
as the reverse of a protocol verification method; recently it has been suggested as a 
control structure for concurrent and distributed programming [Ka87, BF88]; in 
[CM88a] it was introduced as one of the main facilities for designing Unity programs 
in a modular fashion; in connection with joint action systems the technique has been 
applied in [BK83, BK84, Ku86, Ku89]. 
Here we introduce the method by a simple example that has sometimes been 
used in comparing different specification and design methods. The problem is to 
describe a doctors' office, which involves patients that are cured by doctors, and a 
receptionist that organizes the free doctors to treat the waiting patients. 
We start with the simplest possible projection of the system that exhibits complete 
behavior by itself. In this case such a system contains only one kind of objects, 
patients, with two possible states, well and sick, and two kinds of actions: each 
patient that is well may become sick, and a sick patient may become well. In DisCo 
this could be described as follows: 
system Patients is 
class patient is 
state well, sick; 
end; 
action get _ sick by p: patient is 
when p.well do 
p.sick; 
end; 
action get _ well by p: patient is 
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Each of the two actions has just one participant, a patient p, and a guard indi-
cating that p is well or sick, respectively; the effect of the actions is to change the 
state of p as indicated by the state transition statements (—). Only the class declara-
tion for the patient objects is given here; the actual creation of patient objects is 
assumed to be given separately in system initialization. 
This first approximation of the system is easy to understand: patients just get 
sick and are cured nondeterministically. (For simplicity we omit here fairness ques-
tions like whether each sick patient is eventually cured.) Another layer is now super-
posed on this system, introducing the property that no patient is cured without a 
doctor. Each doctor has two states: free, or busy with a patient p. The state well 
of patients needs to be extended with two substates at this stage, to distinguish 
whether a cured patient has already checked out from the office or not. Action 
get_ well is also refined to indicate the need of a doctor in this action, and a third 
action is introduced for releasing a cured patient from the office: 
system Doctors with Patients is 
class doctor is 
state free, busy(p: patient); 
end; 
extend patient.well by 
state released, hide*checking_out; 
end; 
refined get_well by ... d: doctor is 
when ... d.free do 
- d.busy(p); 
end; 
action release by p: patient; d: doctor is 





Ellipses (...) belong to the language and indicate parts taken directly from the 
previous level. The refinement of get-well introduces an additional participant d 
and another conjuct to the guard, indicating that d must be free, and makes d become 
busy with patient p. The state patient.well is extended in such a way that a cured 
patient always enters the default substate p.well, checking -out (indicated by the star). 
This substate is hidden (hide) from the previous level in the sense that get sick 
cannot be enabled in it. Therefore p has to participate in the new action release 
before getting sick again, i.e., a cured patient cannot get ill before leaving the office. 
Provided that some number of doctors are initially created, the system is again 
complete, although it still lacks some of the required properties. In the next step 
we introduce a receptionist that organizes the free doctors and the waiting patients. 
Again, the creation of the initial state is omitted: 
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system Office with Doctors is 
class receptionist is 
pq: sequence patient; 
dq: sequence doctor; 
end; 
refined get_sick by ... r: receptionist is 
when ... do 
r.pq: = r.pq & p; 
end; 
refined get_well by ... r: receptionist is 
when ... p=first (r.pq) A d=first (r.dq) do 
r.pq: = tail(r.pq); 
r.dq : = tail (r.dq); 
end; 
refined release by ... r: receptionist is 
when ... do 
r.dq: = r.dq & d; 
end; 
end Office; 
Notice that although the receptionist is needed in all actions, it does not create 
a bottleneck for a concurrent implementation. In get .well, for instance, the role of 
the receptionist is only to remove the doctor and the patient from their respective 
queues, after which it can start participation in some other action, while the doctor 
and the patient still continue in action get. well. 
This example gives rise to the following general observations about superposi-
tion: 
• It is a top-down design method in which even partially specified systems are 
given as complete systems exhibiting well-defined behavior. 
9 The global state of a system can be extended by adding new objects and by 
extending the local states of old ones. Statechart structuring of objects is espe-
cially suited for the addition of new substructures and new data components. 
• New functionality can be added and new properties can be introduced by 
providing new actions and by refining the old ones. Atomicity of actions and 
absence of control flow for individual objects are significant for doing this 
smoothly. Additions and refinements are restricted to ones that do not affect 
the old state components. 
• .Nondeterminism of the system can be restricted by strengthening the guards 
of! actions. For instance, the design may utilize unbounded nondeterminism 
until a basis for deterministic selections has been superposed. 
. • With the notions of objects and actions, all modifications have good locality: 
one logical change does not lead to several small changes in different places. 
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• The preservation of all safety properties can be guaranteed by language rules; 
the restrictions enforced are similar to what has been called complete compati-
bility in connection with object-oriented programming [WZ88]. Because of 
guard strengthening and the potential possibility for takeover by new actions, 
liveness properties have to be checked. 
By this we hope to have demonstrated that, once the self-evidence of control 
flow oriented modularity is given up, it is possible to support effectively such intui-
tively natural approaches to structured derivation of programs that are quite compli-
cated to manage with conventional language bases. In an ordinary multi-process 
program, for instance, a simple modification of a single action would correspond 
to changes scattered in the codes of all processes involved. 
For brevity we" have described here only one design method, superposition, 
which is based on a top-down approach. Similar observations concern, however, 
the bottom-up design method that is dual to superposition in the light of the above 
notions. This method introduces modularity with communication-closed layers [EF 
82]. In our language it uses a mechanism called inheritance [KJ 89] and is especially 
suited for the development and utilization of reusable modules. As described in 
[Ja & 89], the mechanisms for supporting these two design methods can be under-
stood as two well-structured variants of object-oriented inheritance. In other words, 
these ideas can also be described as an object-oriented approach to specification. 
Notice, however, the fundamental departure from conventional object-oriented 
programming that objects are not assumed to have individualistic behavior; the 
methods of individual objects are replaced by roles in cooperative, multi-object 
actions. 
5. Concluding Remarks 
In this paper we have investigated some novel language directions to which we 
may be led by the need to support program specification and derivation effectively, 
especially in the context of reactive systems. In particular, we hope to have demon-
strated that early commitment to decisions on control is harmful for certain natural 
approaches to software derivation. Therefore, languages with a possibility for in-
dependence of control decisions are foreseen, and some capabilities of a simple 
experimental specification language of this flavor have been presented. 
More generally, with this direction of language development the practical 
significance of the following views are expected to be emphasized: 
• The apparent need of better tools for program analysis is an indication of in-
adequate languages; ultimately the only way to reliable programs is by formal 
specifications with proper abstractions and by well-structured derivation of 
programs from them. 
• In providing effective support for program derivation it is insufficient to restrict 
to constructive programming facilities; programs have to be considered as 
special cases of more general constructions. 
In order to cope with different language requirements for program specification, 
derivation, prototyping, implementation, etc., a wide spectrum language would need 
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a huge arsenal of capabilities. Various current trends in language development have 
different emphases in this respect, and we do not believe in the creation of languages 
that are very large along this axis. In spite of its size and ambitious objectives, Ada, 
for instance, extended the scope of programming languages only modestly towards 
supporting program development. Integrating effective support for program deriva-
tion with all the facilities of an efficient implementation language would necessarily 
lead to a language with even much greater complexity. To us this seems a hopeless 
direction, but, deciding from [Ga 89], the idea of such language dinosaurs has not 
been abandoned. 
With a collection of different and more specialized languages the role of con-
ventional high-level languages would change, which would also affect their require-
ments. Program specification and the initial design transformations could be carried 
out in languages with only little support for efficient executability, which was the 
area of the technical contributions in this paper. High-level languages that can be 
automatically compiled into efficient machine code would be needed as target lan-
guages for such design systems, and also as languages for efficiency-oriented transfor-
mations. However, the design motivations of current high-level languages have 
been quite different, and it would be instructive to evaluate them in the light of 
theses new uses. 
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